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Robot Builder's Bonanza, 4th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Which of these fields are involved in robotics? You may choose from the following: engineering,
	electronics, psychology, sociology, biology, physics, artificial intelligence, math, art,
	mechanical design, mechanical construction, computer programming, sound synthesis, vision,
	ultrasonics, linguistics, microelectronics, process control,...
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Bayesian Reasoning and Machine LearningCambridge University Press, 2012


	We live in a world that is rich in data, ever increasing in scale. This data comes from many dierent

	sources in science (bioinformatics, astronomy, physics, environmental monitoring) and commerce (customer

	databases, nancial transactions, engine monitoring, speech recognition, surveillance, search). Possessing

	the knowledge as to...
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Apache MyFaces Trinidad 1.2: A Practical GuidePackt Publishing, 2009
In today's world, JSF is one of the pivotal technologies for implementing middle- to large-scale web applications. With Trinidad, JSF developers have a powerful open source component framework at their fingertips.

This book introduces Apache MyFaces Trinidad, a powerful JSF component framework and combines it with Seam, the...
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Location-Based Services Handbook: Applications, Technologies, and SecurityCRC Press, 2010

	Location-Based Services Handbook: Applications, Technologies, and Security is a comprehensive reference containing all aspects of essential technical information on location-based services (LBS) technology. With broad coverage ranging from basic concepts to research-grade material, it presents a much-needed overview of...
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WordPress Mobile Web Development: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	The chances are that more of your WordPress website visitors are using mobiles, or more clients are demanding responsive or mobile sites. If you can use WordPress to build mobile-friendly sites you can win more business from clients and more traffic for your site.


	"WordPress Mobile Web Development Beginner's Guide"...
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Badass Survival Secrets: Essential Skills to Survive Any CrisisSkyhorse Publishing, 2015

	You’re a backpacker or a hunter lost in the woods after sundown; what do you do? Your car flips over on an empty highway; how will you survive until morning? If you were left alone in the middle of the wilderness, would you be able to make it? While current technology, such as cell phones and GPS, is helpful, when you are lost in the...
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Learning Responsive Web Design: A Beginner's GuideO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Deliver an optimal user experience to all devices—including tablets, smartphones, feature phones, laptops, and large screens—by learning the basics of responsive web design. In this hands-on guide, UX designer Clarissa Peterson explains how responsive web design works, and takes you through a responsive workflow from...
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Cold Regions Engineering 2012American Society of Civil Engineers, 2012

	Proceedings of the 15th International Specialty Conference on Cold Regions Engineering, held in Quebec City, Canada, August 19-22, 2012. This collection contains 82 peer-reviewed papers on new developments in cold regions engineering and technologies. These papers offer a truly international view of the current state of knowledge in different...
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Linux: Linux Command Lines and Shell ScriptingIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	When you search for a book on Linux programming, you are aiming to get the best deal. In a technological world that is progressing quickly, you need to understand Linux. The question is whether you can carve out enough time to read lengthy books on Linux that are filled to the brim with a lot of unnecessary details and jargon and take a...
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Java EE 5 Development with NetBeans 6Packt Publishing, 2008
Java EE 5, the successor to J2EE, greatly simplifies the development of enterprise applications. The popular IDE, NetBeans, has several features that greatly simplify Java EE 5 development, and this book shows you how to make use of these features to make your Java programming more efficient and productive than ever before.   With many features...
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Silverlight 4 User Interface CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Silverlight makes it much easier to build web applications with highly usable, interactive, and exciting user interfaces. However, with so many new options open to designers and developers, making the best use of the tools available is not always so easy. It's ease of use and rapid development process has left one area completely...
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Professional XML (Programmer to Programmer): 2nd EditionPeer Information Inc, 2001
Professional XML is aimed toward seasoned Web or general application developers as a guide for developing sophisticated, real-world XML solutions. It successfully meets the most pressing need for programmers new to XML by putting all of the various component technologies into clear context.
  The near boundless potential of XML also...
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